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.TACIKHDRIVING DEVICE‘ 

The ‘present invention relates to a, gun fori’driving 
‘tacks or other wide headed nails. 

Compressed air~riveting guns are available ‘in which 
staples are 1fed to a ,drive channel in which they are 
guided during their travel following a blow imparted by 
a hammer or percussion pinactuated by compressed 
air to drive them into the wood or other material to be 
riveted. 
Thesecompressedair guns however have been found 

unsuitable ‘for riveting wide headed nails, particularly 
the common tacks used by upholsterers. It often hap 
pens thattherheads of the tacks, asthey slide along the 
guide walls ofthe drive channel, ‘become removed, de 
formed or, inclined with ;the ‘result that the ‘tacks are 
madetoemerge withtheir shanksoblique‘with‘ respect 
‘to the required direction. 
The .object of i‘theipresent invention is consequently 

to'provide aigun?for ‘drivingltacks or other wide ‘headed 
vnails which‘. does'not present the.aforementionedtdisad 
vantages andinstead ‘allowsxthetta‘cks or like nailsto be 
driven: intothe materialzto. be rivetedtunder conditions 
of perfect ‘structural;integrityand.perpendicular to the 
plane of insertion. 
The aforementioned object‘iiso'btained‘by means of 

a gun =whichcomprises,gripping:meanssupported by 
.the percussion "pin and mobile ‘with .it :along the .firing 
.channel, said» means .duringat-he strokeofthe‘percussion 
iipin- towards ‘th'eA?rin-g‘mouth being maintained in a 
closed“ positionisupporting the“ head. of :the tack .until a 
point, close :to :the =..end of ithe~~stroke of l the :percussion 
;.pin, “beyond which :said ‘means are .automatically 
opened. in“ orderz‘tol ‘free. the "head ofrthetack: and .allow . 
said, ‘tack ‘freely . to be‘ inserted into the ~ material :to ‘be 
riveted .under’theifurther thrusttof therperc‘ussiongpin. 
‘In thisl‘mannerithe head‘ of‘thei‘tackx isadequatelysup 

;ported and ‘guided. (in aim‘anner ‘which does1notgrpreju~ 
dice > its‘ structural: integrity :because: sliding ‘against the 
walls of the. drive channel, which- might damage it, is no 

. longer-necessary‘) along "the ~greater1partof itsrstroke 
towards the firingumouth andQisffreedonly at the last 
part of said stroke, .in particular when a :part of‘ the 
‘shank has already'penetrated the‘ material‘to besriveted, 
i.e,., when the support ‘and guideiare no ilongerineces 
‘sary and. inifact‘it‘ is‘ indispensable‘that theitack-is left 
‘free ‘in ‘order to allow.complete insertion ofv the shank 
into the material to be riveted. Inrthis manner-separa 
tion,.deformation or‘inclination of the tack head no 
longer occursandi‘saidrtack may ‘bedriven intioithe mate 
rialitoibe riveted ‘under conditionsofperfect structural 
integrity and‘perfectly‘. perpendicular to‘ the :plane. of in 
sertion. ' 
The‘ characteristicszand advantages‘ of the‘present in 

vention will 'be more‘evidentafter an examination of 
the following detailed description of some embodi 
ments of theggunaccordingtotheinvention. In the fol 
lowingdetailed description,‘ given ‘by way of example, 
reference is made ‘to ‘the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

‘ FIG/1 is apart sectionaLapart lateral ‘view of a first 
embodiment of agun according'to the invention; 
F1652 is a sectional ‘view .onfthe line‘III--II.o'f‘iFIG. l 

with thepercussionxpin inrthe restpposition; - 
‘ FIG. ‘32is a sectionalwview on ‘the“lineiIlI-—,III of-F‘IG. 
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FIG. 4 is afrontal‘ elevation of one of‘ two joined 
plates which form the drive channel of the gun shown 
in the preceding Figures; - 1 

FIG. 5 is an elevation of the plate of ‘FIG. 4 from 
within; . 

FIG. 6 is an elevation of the‘ other plate from within; 
FIG. 7 is a plan view from below of the assembly 

comprising the two plates; 
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of the type shown in FIG. 

2, but with the percussion pin advanced to the position 
in which the gripping members are openedfor discon 
tinuing the ‘supporting action for the head of ‘the tack, 
whose shank is already partially driven into the mate 
rial to be riveted; 
FIGS<9 andll0 are sectional views'similar to thoseof 

‘FIGS. 2 and'8,‘but refer to a second embodiment ofthe 
gun according to the invention; 

FIG. .1 l. is‘a sectional view‘on the line XI—XI.of“FIG. 
19; 

“FIGS. "12 and 13 are sectional views similar‘to those 
of'FIGS. 2, 8 and 59, 10 but refer‘to a thirdembodiment 
of ‘thegun according to the invention; 
*FIGS. 14 and 115 are sectional views which show a 

fourth embodimentof the gun ‘according to the inven 
tion withthepercussion pin in the two extreme condi 
tions, respectively namely‘the restposition andposition 
of maximum advancementffor driving the tack‘ into‘ the 
material to be ‘riveted. 
‘Thetgun ‘shown iinsFlGS. ll -18 comprises‘ essentially 

a working head 5:1 operatedbycompressed air, a drive 
.chann'el ‘2,.a magazine Stor‘loading the‘tacks'into the 
?ring channel, .an ‘air ‘reservoir '4 constituting athand 
gripffor' feeding compressed airito the head .l,..‘a:nipple 
"S‘forconnecting the arm Mrto ‘a source of. compressed 

- airl(notvshown),“an operatingtriggerc6 and a‘majgazine 
supportandisgrip 1-‘7_ ’ 

Theiworkil'lgl head #1 :comprises.abylindeng which is 
.fedat itsupper end with compressed air supplied‘to ‘it 
by1the5feed arm ‘4 by way of a valve‘_9.andwhas inits 
‘lower end ‘apad :10 which actsasyalstoptfor.apiston L111 
which slides -within' the .cylinderi8 and ‘is; provided‘iwith 
.a cylindrical rod ‘"112 ‘which constitutes ‘the ,;percussion 
pin, pusher or hammer of itheygunhlnside.the‘percussion 

“ pin :12 a.c_ylindrical‘rod 13 is‘ disposed ‘axially andvpro 
vided with “two .enlargedend heads 14 and 115,1 by' way 
of the‘first of‘ which itis adjustably attached tolthe .pis 
[0113111. A bushinglill6‘iisvslidably‘mounted.on the rod-‘l3 
and‘ is thrust‘by’means of.a-rspringill?xwound about‘. the 
rod 113 and interposed‘between\therbushin‘g :1'6 andwen— 
larged head i 14, "towards ‘the ‘enlarged ‘head I105. ‘The 
upper'en'dsiil9 of twofgripping. memberscomprisingtwo 
jaws 20 are ‘ inserted "between ‘the “bushing 16 and .en 
larged head “15, passing ‘through ‘respective .diametri 
cally-o‘pposed apertures 18 in ‘.the‘percussion pinflZJAs 
can ‘be‘seen‘fromiFIGS‘. 2 and :8,Jthese upper :ends ‘19 
are bentiinwardlysso as .to~‘form an angle ofabout ‘60° 
with irespectxtoithe imid'dlegp‘ortions of ‘the, jaws. The 
lower endslil .arelbent at right angles inwardly “with re~ 
spectl‘torthe same‘irn'i‘cldl‘e gportions. 
Both ‘the lower“ end. portionvoflthe “pin ll<2.and..almost 

the whole‘ length or» the;1 jawsrz?l are constantly. inserted 
in‘ theldrive‘ channel‘i2,»which .ipresents ascylindricalipas 
sage 22.along which .thevpercussion‘pin ‘IZ‘slidesand a 
pair .ofi‘diametrically. opposed grooves l23,rof rectangu 
lar section, :along‘which‘ the .jawsf20slide. 
As ‘shown. indFIGS. l2. and 8, these igroovesJZB haveua 

constant ‘section ‘in their upper "portion and ‘then di 
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verge substantially in the form of a pyramid as they ap 
proach the firing mouth 24, from which they are sepa 
rated by a pair of diametrically opposed stops 25. 
The drive channel 2 is in effect formed by joining to 

gether two almost equal plates 2a, 2b (FIGS. 3 — 7) 
which comprise rounded groves 22a, 22b respectively, 
which when together form the cylindrical passage 22, 
square grooves 23a, 23b respectively, which when to 
gether form the grooves 23, projections 25a, 25b 
repsectively, which when together form the stops 25 
and semispherical external cavities 26a, 2612 
respectively which allow the firing head of the gun to 
rest on the head of an already driven tack in order to 
drive tacks very closely together. The plate 2b also 
comprises a T opening 27 which communicates with 
the outlet of the magazine 3 so as to allow tacks to be 
introduced into the ?ring channel. 
With the structure heretofore described, when a tack 

28 is fed from the magazine 3 to the firing channel 
through the T opening 27, its head 29 goes to rest on 
the lower ends 21 of the jaws 20, which are maintained 
in the closed position by the opposing action between 
the middle portions and the non-diverging upper por 
tions ofthe grooves 23, and is thus maintained in a sus 
pended position with the shank 30 facing downwards 
(FIG. 2). 

' In order to fire the tack into a layer 31 of material to 

be riveted, it is sufficient to push the trigger 6. On doing 
this, compressed air is introduced into the upper cham 
ber of the cylinder 8, which causes rapid movement of 
the piston 11 and consequent advancement of the per 
cussion pin 12 in the firing channel 2 rigid with the jaws 
20 and the tack supported by them. As the upper por 
tion of the grooves 23 is of constant section, the jaws 
20 are initially maintained in closed position in spite of 
the opening thrust which the spring 17 exerts on the 
upper inclined ends of said jaws, because of which dur 
ing the first part of its journey the tack 28 is supported 
and guided so as to avoid any undesirable separation, 
inclination or deformation of its head 29 and at the 
same time ensure its advancement perfectly perpendic 
ular to the layer 31 of material to be riveted. When the 
jaws 20 arrive at the lower diverging portion of the 
grooves 23, the opening thrust of the spring 17 is no 
longer opposed and the jaws 20 open, freeing the tack 

' 28.which proceeds on its journey thrust only by the per 
cussion pin 12, whereas the jaws 20 stop against the 
stops 25 (their upper ends 19 slide in the openings 18 
of the percussion pin, compressing the spring 17, which 
thus acts as a shock absorber). As shown in FIG. 8, this 
occurs only close to the end of the advancing journey 
of the tack and in particular when the shank of the tack 
has already been partially driven into the material 31, 
i.e., when it is no longer necessary to exert a guide ac 
tion on the tack. 

After the advancement stroke of the percussion pin 
12 and hence when the tack has already been com 
pletely driven into the material 31, the piston 11 is re 
turned into the starting position of FIG. 2 and conse 
quently the percussion pin 12 rises and the jaws 20, re 
entering the portion of thegrooves 23 of constant sec 
tion, close again and arrange themselves for supporting 
a new tack fed from the magazine 3. 

It should be noted that the magazine 3 has not been 
described in detail and will not be hereinafter. This is 
due to the fact that it forms the object of my applica 
tion Ser. No. 209,742, filed Dec. 20, I971, to which 
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4 
reference is made for its more detailed description. 
With regard to the description of the gun according to 
the present invention it is sufficient to know that it 
comprises essentially a feed channel 32 communicating 
with the two openings 27 of the firing channel, in which 
the tacks 28 are disposed in a row with their heads one 
against the other, and a pusher 33 which a spring 34 
pulls against the row of tacks so as to thrust them to 
wards the opening 27. . 

The gun shown in FIGS. 9 - 11 is analogous to that 
of FIGS. 1-8 with the exception that the upper ends 19 
of the jaws 20 (similar parts of the two embodiments 
are indicated by the same reference numerals) are bent 
at 90° instead of 60° with respect to the middle portions 
of the respective jaws, and that said upper ends 19 
comprise teeth 35 facing outwards which slide in 
grooves 36 formed in the bottom of the grooves 23, 
keeping the jaws 20 closed until they meet stops 37 
which cause the jaws 20 to partially tilt and conse 
quently open in the lower diverging portion of the 
grooves 23 (FIG. 10). The grooves 36 are formed by 
joining together the grooves 36a, 36b respectively of 
the two plates 2a, 2b, and the stops 37 are formed by 
joining together the stops 37a, 37b, respectively of said 
plates. 

In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 12 and 13 stops 
25 perform the same function in relation to the lower 
ends 21 of the jaws 20 in the embodiment as do the 
stops 37 shown in FIGS. 9 to 11 (the lower diverging 
portions of the grooves 23 prevent excessive opening of 
the jaws, which could otherwise cause them to leave 
the drive channel through the openings between the 
lower ends of the grooves 23 and the stops 25), which 
otherwise is entirely analogous in construction to the 
constructions of FIGS. 1 — 8 and 9 — 11 and conse 

quently carry the same reference numerals. 
Some differences exist in the embodiment shown in 

FIGS. 14 — 15, in which inside the working head 51 
there is a lower chamber 54 and an upper chamber 61 
of each which can be connected alternately (by known 
means) to the supply of compressed air and to dis 
charge. Inside the _two chambers 54 and 61, separated 
by a gasket ring 63, there is a cylinder 58 inserted 
whose interior communicates with the chamber 54 

v through holes 64, 65 and 66, and with the chamber 61 
through a hole 67. Inside the cylinder 58, which is 
closed at its lower end by a pad 60 and opened and 
closed at its upper end by a valve 59, two pistons 82 
and 83 are slidably housed one sliding within the other 
(sealed by a gasket ring 85) so as to de?ne an interme 
diate chamber 84 which communicates through a hole 
86 with an annular chamber 87 de?ned between the ex 
ternal piston 82, the wall of the cylinder 58 and two 
gasket rings 88 and 89. 
A cylindrical tube 62 is rigid with the piston 83, and 

to its lower end there are hinged the upper ends 69 
(bent at right angles inwards) of two jaws 70 with their 
lower ends 71 bent at right angles inwards and their 
middle portions comprising ridges 68 projecting in 
wards. The two jaws 70 are housed in the internal pas 
sage of a firing channel 52 entirely similar to the drive 
channel 2 of the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 - 8 and 
consequently provided with a cylindrical passage 72, 
two grooves 73 of constant upper section and diverging ' 
toward their lower ends, and two stops 75 which sepa 
rate the grooves 73 from the firing mouth 74. In this 
case the drive channel is also formed by joining to 
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gether two almost equal plates, one of which comprises 
a T opening 77, through which a magazine 53 feeds 
tacks 78 composed of a head 79 and a shank 80. 
A rod 55 is ?xed to the piston 82 by a nut 90 and is 

provided with'two enlargements for sealing and guid 
ing, 91 and 57, and an enlarged end head 56 which con 
stitutes the percussion pin of the gun. The rod 55 is en 
tirely housed within the piston 83 and the rod 62, with 
the ‘exception of the enlarged end head 56 which re 
mains below the lower end of the rod 62 so as to act as 
a ?nder for this latter. 

In operation, the starting‘condition is that shown in 
FIG. 14, with the chamber 61 connected to the com 
pressed air supply, the chamber 54 connected to dis 
charge in known fashion (this forms no part of the pres~ 
ent invention) and the valve 59 in the closed position. 
Compressed air then enters the chamber 84 through 
the communicating holes 67 and 86 and holds the pis 
tons 82 and 93 apart at the upper end of the cylinder 
58, consequently maintaining the percussion pin 56 in 
the raised position, and the jaws 70 inserted in the 
upper portion of constant section of the grooves 73 so 
that ‘they are closed in‘ order to support the head of a 
tack 78 fed from the magazine 53 through the opening 
77. 

in order to ?re the tack into the material 81, it is suf 
ficient to raise the valve 59. The compressed air then 
thrusts thepiston 82 downwardsand consequently also 
the.‘ piston 83 (which is kept apart by the compressed 
air iinprisoned in the chamber 84), because of which 
the rod‘ 62 with the‘jaws 70 and the rod 55 with the per~ 
cussion pin 56' advance in the ?ring channel towards 
the?ring mouth 74. Movement of the two pistons pro 
ceeds in this manner until the hole‘86 of the piston 82 
reaches a position registering with the hole 66 of the 
cylinder 58. At that point the compressed air impris 
oned in the chamber 84 ?ows to discharge, and 
whereas the piston 83 stops against the pad 60, the pis 
ton 82‘proceeds on its stroke until it comes into contact 
with the piston 83. At this, the rod 55 slides in the rod 
62 because of which the percussion pin 56 acts on the 
ridges 68 of the jaws 70, so causing them to open. The 
opening of the jaws 70, permitted because said jaws 
reach the lower diverging portion of the grooves 73, 
liberates the head of the tack 78, which thus proceeds 
on its driving journey under the thrust only of the per 
cussion pin 56 (FIG. 15). In this case, by suitably ar 
ranging the hole 66 and the diverging portions of the 
grooves 73, it is also possible for the tacks to be freed 
only“ when the shank 80 has already been partially 
driven into the material 81. 
For the return, when the compressed air has been dis 

charged from the cylinder 58, compressed air again en 
ters‘ the chamber 84 from the chamber 54 through the 
holes 65 and 86 so as to again push the pistons 82 and 
83 back, then the‘ compressed air entering through the 
holes 64 raises the two pistons rigidly so that they re 
turn ‘to the raised position shown in FIG. 14. Supply of 
compressed air alternately to the opposite ends of the 
pistons, and exhaust of the air from opposite ends of 
the pistons, respectively, can be controlled by any con 
ventional valve means, manually ‘operated, for in 
stance, and forming no part of the present invention. 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu 

sive' property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as fol 
lows: 
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6 
l. A gun ‘for driving tacks or wide-headed nails into 

a material,‘ comprising 
a member formed with a drive channel into which is 
fed the articles to be driven, and a percussion pin 
which moves in said member in order to thrust the 
articles out through the ?ring mouth of the gun and 
into the material, and having 

gripping means supported by the percussion pin and 
inserted in the drive channel and movable with said 
pin through the drive channel, 

said drive channel comprising a first portion having 
a constant width and a second portion with its 
width increasing progressively toward said firing 
mouth, whereby during the advance stroke of the 
percussion pin toward the ?ring mouth while said 
gripping means is moving in said first portion of 
said drive channel, said gripping means is main 
tained in closed position supporting the head of a 
tack until said percussion pin approaches the end 
of its advance stroke, and 

resilient means constantly urging said gripping means 
toward open position, whereby, when said gripping 
means is moving in said second portion of said 
drive channel, said gripping means is automatically 
moved to open position in order to free the head of 
the tack when the shank of the tack is already par 
tially inserted in the ‘material to allow said tack to 
proceed freely, under continued thrust of said per 
cussion pin, onto insertion into the material under 
continued thrust of said percussion pin. 

2. Agun as claimed in claim 1, in which said- percus 
sion pin comprises a shaft within which isthoused a rod 
with enlarged end heads, and about which is wound a 
spring acting between one of said end heads and a 
striker which slides on said rod, and in which said grip 
ping means comprise at least‘ two jaws having their ends 
which face the ?ring mouth bent inwards so as to con- - 
stitute resting members for the head of the tack, and 
the opposing ends obliquely bent inwards and inserted 
between said sliding striker and the other end head of 
said rod through longitudinally elongated openings in 
the shaft of the percussion‘pin, and in which‘ said drive 
channel is provided with an internal passage formed 
from a central bore of constant section in which the 
percussion pin ‘slides and at least two longitudinal chan 
nels in which the jaws slide, each of said channels hav 
ing a portion of constant section distant from the ?ring 
mouth and a portion close to the firing mouth which di 
verges _as it approachessaid ?ring mouth, from which 
it is separated by an end stop for the respective jaw, 
said portions of constant ‘section constituting the ?rst 
portion of said channel member‘, and said diverging 
portions constituting said second section of said chan 
nel member. ‘ . 

3. A gun as claimed in claim 1, which comprises stop 
means inserted in the path of advance of the gripping 
means so as to cause them to move into an open posi 
tion on their arrival at the second portion of the ?ring 
channel. 

4. A gun as claimed in claim 3, :in which said percus 
sion pin comprises a shaft within which is housed a rod 
with enlarged end heads, about which is wound a spring 
acting between one of said end heads and a striker 
which slides on said ‘rod, and in which said gripping‘, 
means comprise at least two jaws with their ends facing 
the firing mouth bentinwards so as to constitute resting 
members for the head of the tack, the opposing ends 
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being bent inwards and inserted between said sliding 
striker and the other end head of said rod through lon 
gitudinally elongated openings in the shaft of the per 
cussion pin, and said jaws having teeth projecting out 
wards close to said opposing ends, and in which said 
drive channel is provided with an internal passage 
formed from a central bore of constant area in which 
the percussion pin slides, at least two longitudinal chan 
nels in which the jaws slide, each of said channels hav 
ing a first portion of constant section distant from the 
firing mouth and a second portion close to the firing 
mouth which diverges as it approaches the firing mouth 
from which it is separated by an end stop for the re 
spective jaw, and two longitudinal grooves in which 
said teeth projecting from the jaws slide, said grooves 
extending together with said portions of the channels 
and terminating in end stops situated at the beginning 
of said second portions of the channels, said ?rst por 
tions of constant section together constituting the first 
portion of said channel member, and said diverging 
portions constituting said second section of said chan 
nel member. 

5. A gun as claimed in claim 3, in which said percus 
sion pin comprises a shaft within which is housed a rod 
with enlarged end heads, about which is wound a spring 
acting between one of said end heads and a striker 
which slides on said rod, and in which said gripping 
means comprise at least two jaws having their ends ad 
jacent the ?ring mouth bent inwards so as to constitute 
resting members for the head of the tack, the opposite 
ends of said jaws being bent inwards and inserted be 
tween said sliding striker and the other end head of said 
rod through longitudinally elongated openings in the 
percussion pin shaft, and in which said drive channel is 
provided with an internal passage formed from a cen 
tral bore of constant section in which the percussion 
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pin slides and at least two longitudinal channels in 
which the jaws slide, each of said longitudinal channels 
having a first portion of constant section distant from 
the ?ring mouth and a second portion close to the firing 
mouth which diverges as it approaches the firing 
mouth, from which it is separated by an end stop with 
a striking face inclined downwardly outwardly, said 
first portions of constant section together constituting 
the first portion of said channel member, and said di 
verging portions constituting said second section of 
said channel member. 

6. A gun as claimed in claim 3 in which said gripping 
means comprise at least two jaws having their ends ad 
jacent the ?ring mouth bent inwards so as to constitute 
resting members for the head of the tack, middle por 
tions comprising at least one ridge projecting inwards, 
and their opposite ends hinged to a shaft in which a rod 
is slidingly housed provided with an enlarged end head 
which constitutes the percussion pin, and in which the 
drive channel is provided with an internal passage 
formed from a central bore of constant section in which 
the shaft and percussion pin slide axially and at least 
two longitudinal channels in which the jaws slide, each_ 
of said channels having a ?rst portion of constant sec 
tion distant from the ?ring mouth and a second portion 
close to the ?ring mouth which diverges on apporach 
ing said ?ring mouth, and in which means is provided 
for controlling said shaft and said rod so as to move rig 
idly together for a ?rst part of their movement of ad 
vance towards the ?ring mouth until the jaws arrive at 
the second diverging portions of the drive channel, 
after which the shaft stops whereas the rod continues 
its movement, allowing the percussion pin to wedge it 
self between the projecting ridges of the jaws so as to 
cause said jaws to open. 

* * * * * 
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